Officer Meeting Minutes 10/25/15

Attendance: Summer, Andrew, Parker, and Alex

- Middle/end of semester, students are busy and events winding down
- Dr. Parang to expedite funds to us from Eastman
- HAM Radio event 10/31 – to be added to the website
- Refreshments for finals, potentially with Systers
- PES has roughly $1k
- 3D Printer event tomorrow
- Raspberry Pi Event in the Spring, more info to come
- Soon to order demo pieces to work with local high schools, such as robotic arm and line follower
- Spring events: spring kickoff, outreach events, elections, hosting IEEE Professional, DENSO, spring awards banquet, etiquette dinner
- Tshirts, call Ammar
- Next officer’s meeting, January/winter break
- PES IEEE UTK third Monday of November